Speedy, Convenient and Efficient…
JSI Logistics (Hong Kong) Ltd adopts Ge-TS for Electronic Trade Declaration
“ Being a supply chain solution expert in Semiconductor and Electronics
industry, JSI is coordinated with customers’ business development in
different directions to achieve their goal. We also deliver comprehensive
transportation, distribution and value added services to our clients. Having
Ge-TS as our partner, our mission can be more efficiently achieved with high
quality of service.

More importantly, the services of Ge-TS match the

competitive trend in the logistics industry by offering fast and stable
services.”
Ms. Lily Ho
Assistant Business Development Manager
JSI Logistics (Hong Kong) Ltd
Customer Profile
JSI Logistics (Hong Kong) Ltd. (JSI), a top tier global customized supply chain provider, has over 30 years’ experience in delivering superior
freight forwarding services and supply chain management programs worldwide. With a global presence and thousands of team members
throughout the world, JSI delivers comprehensive transportation and distribution services by creating customized solutions. Critical services
with precise information are essential for JSI in providing a seamless supply chain solution focused on quality systems throughout.
Business Challenge
Fast, convenient and efficient always come first in the logistic industry. With clients throughout North America, Europe and Asia, it is
mission critical for JSI to deliver superior services. Performing over 7,000 transactions per month, workflow automation in electronic trade
declaration can greatly reduce cost and time.

Full integration of in-house systems and simplify process need to have professional IT

partners in understanding necessary requirements. Even more, a partner with experience in the business cycle of logistic industry and
having its own user-friendly electronic trade declaration platform plays an important role to overcome business challenge in JSI.
Solution and Benefits
In 2014, JSI adopted Ge-TS service to establish fully automated web-based Import / Export Declaration (TDEC) platform. As an award
winning services equipped with strong IT background, Ge-TS provided stable and robust centralized platform with automated transfer of
data from JSI’s backend system to Ge-TS platform and vice versa. The automated process enables JSI to have centralised monitoring and
control under its own system. Besides, Ge-TS has developed customised reports and user control function to facilitate better operational
control among different users at different floors of the building. Ge-TS continues to provide ongoing customisation to enhance service
features and user interface. After adopting Ge-TS, the cost of electronic trade declaration has been greatly reduced and operational
efficiency has been significantly enhanced. These added values further increased the overall competitiveness and strength of JSI in the
logistic industry.
Quoted from Ms. Lily Ho (Assistant Business Development Manager), “We are delighted to have Ge-TS to be our partner by providing
professional services in electronic trade declaration. I truly appreciate the quick response and helpful teams in Ge-TS by offering excellent
supports to cope with our business.”

